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5/27/95 
100 Jiaxwell Crossing 
Brentwood, TH 37027 

Dear Randy, 

.1 lot your letter of the 20th and your enclosed papers of* 1 and 2 wait 

until I coWld sit and i:lad theekhrough without: interruption, as I did yesterday after- 
noun. I then decided that more than what you say about Olivier would best be kept in 

confidence so I've written on the envelope, do the remote chance someone comes here with 

an interest in that area, "temporarily confidential." It is what can be distorted by 

those with such an interest and it should not be, particularly beiiiiiise it is so worth- 

While. I've highlighted parts in the event we have timeeto talk about it betaus4 1 do 

c.("4t  not now have the time to go into those things inVetail and in'riting. I di name a few 

notes of what to call to your attentiin in this. 

One is that it is a misOlko to roferitleritics as you do as all in agreement, 

to all having the view or the records you attribute th them as unanimous. 

Early in the reading I got the impressi/n, Ifech nay be wrong, that you 

I 
refer to two shots from the beck while raving that in eaction to them the head moved 

both fdrward and back. Later you do refer to a shot from the front. 

I think the use of the word "rear" is te indefinite and can be criticized in 

referring to the location of a wound. I sugeest teata3 a doctor you find some more speci- 

e ific place location or give the word more limited meaning.Others are making very 

pointed use of that verd and "back" to advance their contrary arguments. .._ 
That iitmes ano4Boswell had any autopsy film to show Olivier can lead to further 

------) 
FOIA inquiry if you'd care to. From the records the jecret Liervice had possession of all 

of it. They therefor' should have a record of any time it was not in their possession. 

You can ask for that under POIA. 

I am not and do not pretend to be a 4bllistics export. I had to do considerable 

reading on it, including when I was James Earl ears investigator, In that case soft 

ammot was used. It exploded on iMitect. It is reigned to do that. But the stub, the part 
that ie the back of it, the part that fits into the shell, was intact when it was recovered . 	. 
just wider the skin down a btt 	back. Impact was in the jaw. The explosion was 

mostly through the neck, but the jaw was included. It thuorii7seems most likelty to me 

that the 6,5_ fragment at the back of the h .ad was tee stub of a front-entdring soft bullet. 
NOr A5LEIr41.1 11 1III/Jrc414bzr ,  

It is not impossible for hardened ammo to fragment. It is impossible for it to 

fragment into dust-liklparticles. Off the top of the head I think you would do better 

to refer toPligrdened military ammunition and to what is generally refered to as "soft" 
ammo. "EardCned, full-jacketed" might be better, in additiin to"military". If you have 

a gun shop near you why not stop off and get some catalogues, like kemington's, anti look 
at what it has on Core-tokt, the ammo used on King? More than one catalogue might be 



2 

helpful. And in any arther mentions I suggest you use the words of the autopsists, 

"dust—liks " particles, bete,  c it moans much MOTC than Orragment." 

While you limit yourself in this work to the skull, I eugeest you can use as 

notes addressing fidelity to fact or Conesty or dependability the notes I have in Vest 

aMortem under the autopsists' and the DJ oanel's reports in facsimile. Each reflects 

that there was flegmentation in the chest cavity yet each says that its study confirms 

the offfeil report. They lie and they lie knowingly because any fragmentation in the 

chest area ruins the case for any magic bullet. Bob ertwohl tried to work his way around 
44,1ke 

this by attributing the fragmentation to the passage rather thanaey impact of the bullet. 

Part of the incredible explanation for p. or kraye was the decision that portable 

equipment was elequate because all they were looking for was a bullet. 

You are also in effect, and quite correctly, accuaingeterlen Specter of sub-

orning perjury. Yku find an unarticulated case of this in Meitee AGAIN! 

I suggest that you mblify your ststement thatVThe best evidence can not be 

fund in the words of those who eould lie and deceive us" because, among other likings 

Hemee diriSwear in contrddiction to himself and in some of those attestations all the 

proeetors agreed a o under oath. Perhaps "is not limited to", might be better. 

In your 5/2 you do not reflect awareness of the fact that the limo. was washed 

at ‘arkland. 

Ebersole did not typo the receipt.That wwas gone by a corpsman. 

Where yOu refer to the harper fragment Bing exploded 25 feet l think it would 
4 

be helgel to yout case of you can get an expert opinion on whether thte that is pos- 

sib1e with ammo like that G.5 LC. I believe it is impossible. 
aANkk 

Iwo I eeredt in thinking Tat I remember that Constable Seymour Weitzeman also 

found anti turned in a piece of skull? From some distance from the limo.? 

work, which is why I to4 you that if you are at the press 

4, 
it. I've alst/told Loser that. I do not seek ersonal 

conAvence to which I cannot go it merely to let/it 

plus the hope that in a competitive situateon there 

being used, 

Thanks and good luck, 

I think this is 

coneerence 	feel free to go into 

attention. by  purpose in the press 

be known that the book is availble  

might be more possibility of 
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